MAKE THE EVERYDAY EXTRAORDINARY
iDevices remains a pioneer in the IoT industry with its unwavering devotion to innovation and endless pursuit of solutions to everyday life. With a bold yet authentic approach, iDevices crafts high-end, customizable smart home products that make the everyday extraordinary.
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THE iDEVICES ADVANTAGE

CREATING NEW POSSIBILITIES IN THE EVERYDAY MAKES LIFE EXTRAORDINARY FOR EVERYONE

iDevices makes it simple to evolve any home into a smart home with a diverse line of Wi-Fi® and Bluetooth® enabled products that integrate seamlessly. Users can control their entire home with the iDevices Connected app or their voice for comfort and convenience. iDevices stands behind its products with premium concierge support, ensuring you’ll never have to field any questions from customers once the job is complete.

WORKS WITH

iDevices prides itself on an ever-evolving, forward-looking approach to IoT platform integration, and is one of the few smart home product lines that supports voice control through Siri®, Alexa, and the Google Assistant.
THE iDEVICES CONNECTED APP

EVERYTHING YOU LOVE ABOUT YOUR HOME, IN ONE APP®

Control, monitor and schedule your lighting and electronics from anywhere using the iDevices Connected app.

APP FEATURES

• Easy setup process for creating your home and adding new products.
• Intuitive user interface makes it simple to navigate through your home.
• Customizable through photos, names and dynamic scenes.
• Access your home from anywhere through the iDevices IoT cloud infrastructure.
• Supports other HomeKit™ products.
Replace any standard light switch with the connected Wall Switch or Dimmer Switch and give users the ability to control their home’s lighting from anywhere using the iDevices Connected app.

- Customizable LED
- Compatible with most standard light bulbs
- Wall Switch uses rocker for on/off
- Dimmer Switch uses rocker for adjustable dimming
- High/low trim setting to prevent bulb flicker*
- Works with any standard rocker faceplate
- Patent pending pull-out scroll for easy setup

**WALL SWITCH TECH SPECS**
- Input: 120-277VAC, 50/60Hz
- Output: 120-277VAC, 50/60Hz
- Resistive: 1800W @ 120-277VAC, 15A/6.5A
- Tungsten: 960W @ 120VAC, 8A
- Tungsten: 1800W @ 277VAC, 6.5A
- Motor: 1HP @ 120 & 277VAC
- Ballast: 10A @ 277VAC
- Single pole, 3- and 4-way setup

**DIMMER SWITCH TECH SPECS**
- CFL/LED: 150W — supports forward-phase dimming only
- Incandescent/halogen: 400W
- Single pole, 3- and 4-way setup

Special Order Custom Colors Available

*Dimmer Switch Only
SET SCENES TO CREATE THE PERFECT AMBIANCE
SCHEDULE LIGHTING TO TURN ON WHILE NO ONE IS HOME
The iDevices Wall Outlet integrates seamlessly into any home like a standard outlet and features two Wi-Fi-enabled receptacles that can be controlled individually through voice commands or the iDevices Connected app.

• Replaces any standard Wall Outlet
• Independent outlet control
• Customizable LED
• Energy monitoring
• Fits any standard rocker faceplate
• Tamper resistant

**TECH SPECS**

- **Input:** 125VAC, 60Hz
- **Output:** 125VAC, 60Hz
- **Tungsten:** 600W (5A)
- **General use:** 15A
- **Motor:** 1/2 HP
- **Resistive:** 1800W (15A)
- **Individual control of each outlet**
- **Energy monitoring on both outlets**

Special Order Custom Colors Available

SKU: IDEV0010

CONNECTED WALL OUTLET
Users can customize the temperature of their home from anywhere with the Thermostat. With voice commands, custom scenes and dynamic scheduling, users can keep their home cozy and save money while they’re away.

- Low profile size & shape
- LED color display
- Capacitive touch faceplate
- Optional C-Wire Adapter available
- 7-day programmable

- Great for commercial and business solutions
- Displays Fahrenheit or Celsius
- Humidifier/dehumidifier control

SKU: IDEV0005AND5

TECH SPECS
- Heating: 1 and 2 stages (W1, W2)
- Cooling: 1 and 2 stages (Y1, Y2)
- Heat pump: 1 and 2 stage with aux or emergency heat (O/B, aux/E)
- Fan control: G
- Power: C (required), RH, RC
- Converts to Fahrenheit or Celsius
ACCESS PRODUCTS FROM ANYWHERE
USE VOICE
COMMANDS TO
CONTROL PRODUCTS
The iDevices Instant Switch pairs to any iDevices product via Bluetooth™ technology to create switched control of lighting and electronics throughout any home. Homeowners can create 3- and 4-way control by pairing the Instant Switch to the iDevices Wall or Dimmer Switch. In addition, they can pair an Instant Switch to both receptacles of the iDevices Wall Outlet to create switched control without additional wiring.

- Works with compatible iDevices products*
- No wiring necessary
- Fits any standard faceplate
- Place anywhere using included Command™ Strip from 3M
- Installs in or next to existing gang box

**INSTANT SWITCH**

**TECH SPECS**
- Takes 1 CR2032 coin cell battery
- Integrated level for perfect installation
- 3 VDC, 5.4mA
- The Instant Switch pairs with one iDevices product.
- Up to two Instant Switches can be paired to one iDevices Wall Switch, Dimmer Switch or Wall Outlet.

*Excludes Thermostat*
The iDevices Instinct reimagines the standard light switch by invisibly integrating Amazon Alexa throughout your entire home. Enjoy everything you love about Alexa in an elegantly designed rocker-style switch packed with premium sound by SOEN® Audio. The iDevices Instinct makes any home smart to the core — no hubs, no clutter, no limits.

- Alexa built-in
- Premium SOEN audio
- Dual microphone design
- Elegant LED light ring
- Hands-free lighting control

**TECH SPECS**
- Input: 120VAC, 60Hz
- Output: 120VAC, 60Hz
- CFL/LED: 150W
- Incandescent/halogen: 150W

**COMING SOON**

- Alexa built-in
- Premium SOEN audio
- Dual microphone design
- Elegant LED light ring
- Hands-free lighting control

- Simple setup & standard installation
- Ultra-flexible silicone coated wires
- Custom faceplate included

‘Coming Soon’ product features subject to change.
INVITE FAMILY TO CONTROL PRODUCTS THROUGH THE APP
GET ENERGY REPORTS TO HELP SAVE
Ceiling Fan Switch gives you the ability to control your fan’s speed and lighting from anywhere. With a sophisticated rocker-style design, this switch integrates seamlessly into any room for optimal lighting and temperature control.

- 3-speed fan control
- Light control
- Elegant LED light ring
- Compatible with most ceiling fans
- Works with any standard rocker faceplate
Charging electric vehicles at home has just gotten a lot smarter. With the Electric Vehicle Charger, users can set custom schedules and time delays, monitor energy usage and control their charger from anywhere with the iDevices Connected app.

- Create custom charging schedules
- Monitor charging status
- Set charging time delays
- Level 2 EV charging
- Hard wired & plug-in models available
- Auto-reset

**TECH SPECS**
- Amperage: 30A
- Circuit breaker required: 40A
- Voltage: 208-240V AC
- Output power: 7.2kW (30A@240V)
- Charging connector: SAE J1772™ charge connector on 20 foot cable
- Enclosure: cast aluminum
- Charging cable: UL type EV

*Coming Soon* product features subject to change.
CONTACT

TRUST THE SMART HOME EXPERTS

Contact us with any questions you might have about iDevices’ smart home product line.

SALES
Sales@iDevicesinc.com
iDevicesinc.com/Distribution

GENERAL INQUIRIES
Info@iDevicesinc.com

MARKETING
Marketing@iDevicesinc.com
iDevicesinc.com/Media